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let PSS GovCon manage your back office needs

Teaming with PSS
allows our clients
to focus on what is
really important –
mission success
and growing their
business.
PSS has more than
15 years of
experience
providing financial
consulting, Deltek
system
implementations,
reporting tools,
and back office
services for
government
contractors of all
sizes.

Full‐Cycle Accounting and Controller Services
PSS helps government contractors maximize return on investment in their back office
by offering a full complement of managed back office services, including budgeting,
DCAA audit compliance, accounting, financial analysis, contracts management, rates
and pricing, payroll, and labor management services. Teaming with PSS creates a
competitive advantage by enabling a scalable back office to meet your company’s
dynamic needs, lowering fixed and overhead costs, and ensuring compliance with
standard government practices.
Deltek® Solutions Implementation and Hosting
PSS implements Deltek government accounting solutions – GCS Premier®, Time and
Expense, IBM® Cognos® Business Intelligence, and Costpoint® – as a Deltek Premier
Partner. PSS expertly optimizes these solutions to meet each client’s unique needs and
operating environment. In addition, PSS offers the option of hosting Deltek solutions
in a state‐of‐the‐art cloud infrastructure, which provides for disaster recovery, multi‐
site backup and restore, and government‐certified secure access.
Costpoint® 7.0 Migration Support
PSS uses a proven methodology to successfully migrate its clients to Costpoint 7. Our
knowledgeable and experienced personnel execute detailed test scripts tailored to
each module and ensure that all security features are properly implemented. We take
the time to train client staff on all enhancements to maximize the benefits of
migrating to Costpoint 7.
DataCall© Project Reporting
PSS puts critical project financial information where it matters most – in the hands of
managers at all levels of the organization. DataCall is a customizable, secure financial
and accounting business intelligence software tool that works in conjunction with
Deltek accounting solutions to provide real time and on‐demand access to critical
business information. With intuitive dashboards and over 120 report options, PSS’
DataCall reporting solution helps clients achieve profitability – one project at a time.
Advisory Services
PSS provides a broad array of consulting services for government contractors ranging
from planning, budgeting, internal processes and controls, pricing, rate structures and
pools, to DCAA cost submissions and audit advice, to acquisition integration and due
diligence support. PSS provides its clients with easy, on‐demand access to cost‐
effective, industry leading expertise.
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With a combination of expertise in
government contracting, state‐of‐the‐art
information technologies, financial
management, and accounting systems, PSS
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partner to text
support
your
financial systems and back office needs.

GOVCON CUSTOMERS
“I can call them anytime, 24/7,
and get the response I need.”
– Cheramy White
Vice‐President, Controller
SERCO

“PSS delivered a comprehensive
financial consulting solution on
a mission‐critical project. In less
than three months, they
restructured, modernized and
merged two disparate systems,
enabling us to go live on day
one of our fiscal year. PSS’
services were on‐schedule and
under‐budget, and they were a
partner throughout the entire
process. I continue to be
impressed by PSS’ customer
service and responsiveness
today, almost a year after
implementation.”
– Rich Sawchak
Chief Financial Officer
Novetta Solutions

On average, PSS GovCon
customers see a savings of up
to 40% by outsourcing back
office functions.
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